Close relatedness between exotic nucleus and cytoplast can improve the postimplantation development rate of cloned intersubspecies embryos.
To improve intersubspecies cloning efficiency, this paper provides six kinds of SCNT embryos with different nuclear-cytoplasmic relatedness to compare the relatedness on the cloning efficiency. Three kinds of SCNT embryos with different relatedness are produced by using Boer goat fibroblast cells as nuclear donors and oocytes of Sannen goat, crossbred F1 (Sannen goat x Boer goat) and Boer goat as cytoplast recipients. Four kinds of SCNT embryos with different relatedness are produced by using Sannen goat oocytes as recipients and fibroblast cells of Boer goat, crossbred F2 (crossbred F1 x Boer goat), crossbred F1, and Sannen goat as nuclear donors. Results show that no obvious differences were observed for preimplantation development of these SCNT embryos. However, different nuclear-cytoplasmic relatedness resulted in obvious differences for postimplantation development of these SCNT embryos. The relatedness is complementary: improving either cytoplasmic compatibility relatedness to nucleus or nuclear relatedness to cytoplast could reduce the gestation loss rate, and increase the birth rate of cloned intersubspecies embryos significantly. But a further amelioration of the relatedness did not improve the postimplantation development in direct proportion. These results suggested that close nuclear-cytoplasmic relatedness can improve the postimplantation development rate of cloned intersubspecies embryos.